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Abstract 
Although, wind turbines have traditionally been sited in open terrain, there is a growing trend 
of installing turbines in non-homogeneous terrain, such as urban areas. Recorded urban 
turbine failures suggest that turbine design has been inadequate for the turbulence 
experienced at these sites and hence a better understanding of the turbine-loading issues in 
the built environment is required. 
 
This paper compares turbine blade load statistics for inflow turbulence fields based on the 
open terrain standard Kaimal spectra, as suggested in the standard IEC61400-2 that covers 
the design and safety standard of small wind turbines, and measured turbulence spectra from 
a built environment site. The findings show that for extreme, high turbulent intensity winds, 
the measured spectra predict isolated loading events around twice the magnitude of loads 
predicted by use of the standard spectra. The work suggests the need for improvements to the 
standard in order to model the non-Gaussian wind statistics that occur in extreme events such 
as sudden strong gusts.  
 




I   Turbulence intensity [-] 
1σ   Standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed [m/s] 
mσ   Standard deviation of measured wind speed [m/s] 
sσ   Standard deviation of simulated wind speed [m/s] 
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15I   Characteristic turbulence intensity at 15 m/s [-] 
a  Slope parameter for turbulence standard deviation model [-] 
hubV                            Mean wind speed at the hub-height of the turbine [m/s] 
 Lk                              The velocity component integral scale parameter [m] 
 
k                                  Index for the velocity component direction 
                                    (i.e. 1 = longitudinal, 2 =lateral, and 3 = vertical) [-] 
z                                  Height of the anemometer a.g.l [m]λ 
h                                  Height of the Bunnings warehouse façade a.g.l [m] 
U(t)   Wind speed time series [m/s] 
λ2   Intermittency parameter [-] 
τ   Time lag [s] 







Wind turbines have traditionally been designed for rural areas over open terrain. There has, 
however, been an increasing trend towards the installation of wind turbines in non-open 
terrain, such as in urban areas, above forests and in mountainous regions[1, 2]. The drivers 
for this change in turbine location include the search for new sites now that prime sites have 
already been taken, and the increased use of turbines in urban areas as part of a reaction to 
increasing electricity prices and a desire for energy independence[3]. For example, within the 
last 5 years in the metropolitan area of Perth, Australia, there have been installations of 400W 
Maglev wind turbines for lighting on tree-lined promenades and at busy ports; 3kW Maglev 
turbines near large shopping centres; 1kW Urban Green Energy wind turbines in car parks 
near 5-star Green star buildings, and 1.5kW Swift wind turbines on top of a hardware 
warehouse building in a commercial suburb. In addition to these local examples, there are 
several international examples such as turbines installed at peri-urban sites e.g. on education 
campuses, ranging in size from 1kW to 5kW.  Some of the small machines installed in the 
built environment have suffered structure failure, which has led to wind turbines receiving 
bad publicity[4]. In an extreme case in Hobart, Australia, police cordoned off the street when 
the blades of a building mounted turbine collapsed in on themselves in strong winds due to 
ultimate load failure after over-speeding[5]. 
 
Many of these non-open sites are often characterised by highly turbulent wind flow and the 
literature suggests that there is a direct correlation between high turbulence intensity of wind 
and increased fatigue and reduced life of wind turbines[6, 7]. High turbulence is a strong 
candidate as a possible reason for the aforementioned structural failures of machines at urban 
sites[8]. Certainly it is likely that the turbines were not specially designed for operation in the 
built environment since the current IEC international design standard IEC6400-2: Wind 
turbines – Part 2: Small wind turbines (ed. 3) is based on  open terrain and does not include 
design models for such highly turbulent sites[9, 10]. 
 
The IEC6400-2 standard mandates designers to use a Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) that 
describes turbulence and turbulence intensity and includes the effects of varying wind speed 
and varying direction[10]. IEC6400-2 defines a ‘characteristic turbulence intensity, I, as the 
90th percentile of turbulence intensity measurements binned with respect to wind speed[10]. 
For each wind speed bin, the 90th percentile value of I is obtained by taking the mean I value 
in the bin plus 1.28 standard deviations of I from the mean, thus assuming a Gaussian 
distribution for turbulence intensity values. The Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) states that 
the expected standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed, σ1, is given by the following 
equation based on data collected from open terrain sites[10]:  
 
𝜎1(90%) = 𝐼15(15 + 𝑎𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏)/(𝑎 + 1)      (1) 
where  
a = 2  and    = 0.18. Therefore Eq. 1 can be rewritten as: 





It is important to note that this equation was developed by Stork et al.  and is based on 
observations of hub-height, 10-minute average wind speeds in the range 10-25 m/s over open 
terrain[11]. Figure 1 shows the standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed versus mean 
wind speed, 5.95 metres above the rooftop of a hardware warehouse building in the suburb of 
Port Kennedy, Perth, Western Australia, and is based on ten day's worth of measured 10-
minute averaged data.  The dashed line in Figure 1 is a linear fit of the 90th percentile of 
measurements of standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed binned with respect to wind 
speed. For each wind speed bin of measured data, the 90th percentile value of σ (longitudinal 
wind speed) is obtained by taking the mean σ value in the bin plus 1.28 standard deviations of 
σ from the mean. The slope and intercept of the fitted line is 0.24 and 0.23 respectively. 
Therefore, an equivalent “IEC equation” based on measured data is as below: 
 
  𝜎1(90%) = 𝐼15(1.33𝑉ℎ𝑢𝑏 + 1.28)        (3) 
 
The IEC61400-2 predicted relationship from Eq. 1 has been added to the figure for 
comparison. The figure supports the argument that Eq. 1 does not represent the measured data 
in the built environment since the relationship that the standard uses is for open terrain and 
for wind speeds in the range of 10 m/s – 25 m/s. The equivalent equation resulting from 
measured data in the urban environment has a bigger slope and smaller intercept compared to 
the IEC equation. Figure 1 shows the bulk of the data is at lower wind speeds and this is 
expected of an urban area. Turbulence levels are also expected to be higher in the urban area 
and this is the case in the plot for higher wind speeds. Eq. 1 over-predicts turbulence levels 
for wind speeds below 7 m/s and under-predict turbulence levels for wind speeds above 7 
m/s. Wind direction and building geometry may have an influence here, with low turbulence, 




Figure1.  Standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed versus mean wind speed, 5.95 metres 






Wind turbine designers use aero-elastic models incorporating the NTM to predict the loading 
on turbines. Calculations using these models, sometimes in combination with tests, are used 
to determine the ultimate and fatigue strength of the structural components of the wind 
turbine. It is important to distinguish between fatigue, which is a gradual compromise of 
structural component integrity over time, and ultimate loads that occur when structural 
properties e.g. maximum material strength, are exceeded. Given that the NTM has been 
developed for open terrain sites, the research question of this paper is, how accurate are the 
aero-elastic models in predicting the loading on turbines in non-open terrain? 
  
A considerable body of literature has investigated various load cases and fatigue loading on 
wind turbine blades. Many of the articles have focussed on the analysis of large wind turbine 
blades from turbines in open terrain sites especially in terms of application composite 
materials in blade design[12-14]. Some researchers have studied the structural and fatigue 
loading of large and medium wind turbines installed in highly turbulent locations, such as in 
complex terrain or in the wake of an upstream wind turbine. They investigated how different 
parameters such as surface roughness, atmospheric instability, wind speed, turbulence 
intensity, turbulence length scale etc., can affect loading and fatigue on turbines  operating in 
such high turbulent locations[15-17].  
 
The impact of atmospheric and wake turbulence on wind turbine fatigue loading was 
investigated by Lee et al.[15] using large-eddy simulations of atmospheric boundary layers 
under various stability and surface roughness conditions. They found fatigue loads increased 
with surface roughness but atmospheric instability had minimal influence. Furthermore, 
downstream turbines experienced higher fatigue loads indicating that the turbulent wakes 
generated from the upstream turbines had a significant impact. Thomsen and Sorensen[16] 
found that the increased fatigue loading in a wind farm compared to free flow is between 5% 
and 15%, depending on the wind farm layout. Noda and Flay[17] discovered that a reduction 
in lifetime by a factor of about 2 occurs between a low wind speed, low turbulence intensity 
site, compared to a high wind speed, high turbulence intensity site for a horizontal axis wind 
turbine.  Botta et al.[18] confirmed that harsh climatic conditions and complex terrain could 
affect both the energy output and the steady and fatigue loading on wind turbines. They 
suggested that a critical appraisal of present design procedures is needed as far as hostile 
terrain is concerned.  
 
Mouzakis et al.[19] showed that wind turbulence structure is the main fatigue causing 
parameter for all wind turbine components. Furthermore, the fatigue loading on turbines in 
complex terrain is increased compared with flat terrain and in some cases this increase can 
exceed 30%,. Riziotis and Voutsinas[6] found that the main driving fatigue mechanism in 
complex terrain is turbulence intensity. The authors suggest that small length scales and 
strong three-dimensionality of the inflow, which are characteristic of complex terrains, are 
secondary factors for increasing the fatigue loads but can be significant in some cases. Their 
results also confirm the significance of yaw misalignment on wind turbine loading. 
 
Several researchers have used different wind models to simulate 3D wind fields across the 
rotor and compare fatigue loads of wind turbines. Bergström et al.[20] used the IEC wind 
model, a traditional diabatic surface layer description, and proposed a wind model for wind 
flow over a forest. They found that the damage equivalent blade and tower loads for forest 
conditions are 35% larger than the IEC-A condition for all wind classes. Gontier et al.[21] 
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used the Kaimal, von Karman and Mann turbulence models  suggested in the IEC guidelines 
as well as the Friedrich-Kleinhans model as a non-Gaussian turbulence model to compare 
fatigue loads of wind turbines. Their results show that the non-Gaussian Friedrich-Kleinhans 
model predicts loads that are significantly different from the loads obtained with the Kaimal 
model. Simulated winds by the non-Gaussian turbulence model have heavy tails resulting 
from the incremental distribution and, according to Gontier et al.[21], the form of the tails of 
the incremental distribution has a major influence on loads of the wind turbine and should be 
considered for fatigue analysis, see also Mücke et al.[22]. Gong and Chen[23] found for an 
operational turbine, with a Rayleigh distribution of mean wind speed, the long-term extreme 
of blade root edgewise bending moment was more sensitive than flap-wise bending moment 
to the non-Gaussian characteristics of the wind inflow. The extreme wind turbine responses 
to non-Gaussian wind inflow were considerably larger than the responses to Gaussian 
wind[23].  
 
Few researchers have studied the structural loading of small wind turbines. Many of these 
have focussed on providing a method for fatigue life prediction of small wind turbine blades 
in the absence of long-term detailed operational data[24, 25]. In summary, although there is a 
considerable body of literature that investigates the effect of different terrains and wind 
models on fatigue loading of turbines, there is a gap in the literature in terms of loading of 
small wind turbines in highly turbulent sites.  
 
This paper presents the results of simulating loads on a 10kW wind turbine in an urban site in 
Port Kennedy, Western Australia using the current NTM based on Kaimal turbulence power 
spectra. The results are compared with the prediction of turbine loads using the actual 
measured turbulence power spectral density at the Port Kennedy site. To make progress 
towards an improved turbulence model for non-open terrain sites, investigations are carried 
out on looking at the impact of modifying the Kaimal model using (1) measured standard 





This study makes use of data collected from a wind monitoring system 5.94 m above the roof 
façade of a large warehouse belonging to the hardware chain Bunnings Ltd. in the suburb of 
Port Kennedy, Perth, Western Australia. The warehouse is a rectangular building, with its 
long-axis oriented NNE-SSW, with a very low pitched roof (almost flat).  Extending above 
the roofline is a façade wall that surrounds the entire building such that the top of the wall is 
h = 8.5 m a.g.l. The building lies approximately 5 km distant from the coast (Indian Ocean) 
with the prevailing winds from the south-west. The warehouse is situated in a commercial 
estate but has no larger buildings or large trees in the vicinity. Within a 1 km radius of the site 
there are mainly residential buildings to the north and west, commercial and industrial 
buildings to the south and east. The south-west front and the north-west side are 
comparatively open, though street furniture and a car park exist on these sides[26]. Figure 2a 
shows the built-up area surrounding the Bunnings warehouse in Port-Kennedy, Western 
Australia and Figure 2b shows Building geometry around the Bunnings warehouse building 
and the anemometer location. 
 
A Gill WindMaster Pro 3D ultrasonic anemometer was installed on a boom on a mast 
attached to the front-façade of the warehouse. The boom has a sliding collar in order to 
position the ultrasonic anemometer at different heights above the roof. The mast can be tilted 
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down in order to make adjustments or to replace sensors. The data consists of 10 Hz data over 
a 10-day period (between 12/08/2011 and 22/08/2011) measured at 14.44 m a.g.l (5.94 m 
above the roof façade). 10-day records have been extracted from one year worth of data in 




Figure 2a.  The built-up area surrounding the Bunnings warehouse in Port-Kennedy, Western 
Australia 
 





In the first stage, the stochastic turbulence simulator, TurbSim has been employed to simulate 
turbulent wind across the rotor of a 10 kW wind turbine for each of three scenarios (1) using 
the Kaimal turbulence power spectra as suggested in IEC61400-2 (In IEC61400-2, the 
component power spectral densities of the Kaimal model are defined in a non-dimensional 
form which is different from the general Kaimal spectra[9]) (2) using the measured 
turbulence power spectral density from the site, and (3) using a modified Kaimal turbulence 
power spectra. The 1-point measurements have been taken and used to provide a 3D wind 
field across the rotor by using TurbSim. The Kaimal model was modified in two ways: (1) 
using measured standard deviation and (2) using estimates of integral length scale based on 
measured data. The results have been repeated for a “typical” case and an “extreme” case, 
selected by the authors based on wind speed and standard deviation of wind speed, as 
explained in section 3.1. Note that extreme events cause ultimate load failure rather than 
fatigue failure, as defined in section 1. Some wind statistics of measured data and simulated 
data using the Kaimal turbulence power spectra have been presented first to show how the 
predicted values by the IEC standard  differ from measured values at a highly turbulence site. 
 
In the second stage, the aero-elastic code, FAST was used to generate load data for both 
typical and extreme cases by application of the wind fields produced by TurbSim for each of 
the three cases. Flap-wise bending moments at the roots of the turbine blades have been 
investigated to assess the effect of using the Kaimal spectra and its modified forms on 
predicting the structural loading of wind turbines.  Some alternative codes to FAST, such as 
AeroDyn , Adams, Bladed and DHAT, can also be applied to generate load data. Buhl from 
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in US and Manjock from Germanischer Lloyd 
WindEnergie in Germany have compared wind turbine aero-elastic codes which are 
commonly used for certification, such as Adams, DHAT, FAST and AeroDyn. They suggest 
that each code has its advantages and disadvantages but the differences in predictions from 
the different codes were within tolerance limits and certification bodies accept the use of the 
different codes in wind turbine design[27]. One key advantage of the TurbSIM/FAST method 
from the point of view of University researchers is that it is public domain code.   
 
This work extends the previous work on modifying the Kaimal spectra to use more realistic 
integral length scales for the built environment[28]. The longitudinal integral length scale 
from the IEC standard (5.67z) is substituted by a more appropriate length scale for the built 
environment. This was derived from a sensitivity analysis of the Kaimal power spectra in 
comparison with length scales from measured data[28]. Lateral and vertical integral length 
scales are then estimated using ratios of length scales appropriate for the built environment 
(L2/ L1=0.5 and L3/L1=0.15) from a study by Christen et al. above the rooftop (1<z/h <2) of a 
street canyon[29]. The length scales in the built environment are much smaller than those of 
open terrain as obstacles in the built environment cause turbulent cascades of large scale 
eddies down to smaller scale eddies. The effect of reducing length scale is to shift the spectra 
towards reduced time scales i.e. higher frequency[28]. 
 
        2.1 TurbSim 
 
TurbSim, developed by US Department of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) is a stochastic, full-field, turbulent-wind simulator. This simulator applies a 
statistical model to numerically simulate a time series of three-component wind-speed vectors 
at points on a fixed, two-dimensional vertical rectangular grid[30]. Dynamic analysis 
software packages such as FAST[31], YawDyn[32], or MSC.ADAMS can use the output of 
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TurbSim as input data, where Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis has been utilized to 
obtain local wind speeds, interpolating the TurbSim-generated fields in both time and 
space[30].  
 
Spectra of velocity components and spatial coherence are defined in the frequency domain, 
and a time series is produced by application of an inverse Fourier transform. A stationary 
process has been assumed as the underlying theory behind this method of simulating time 
series. Coherent turbulent structures can be superimposed onto the time series generated by  
TurbSim to simulate non-stationary components[30]. TurbSim allows the user to select a 
turbulence spectra model from default models or apply a numerical user-defined turbulence 




       2.2 FAST  
 
NREL has also developed the FAST (Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence) 
code, a comprehensive aero-elastic simulator which can predict both extreme and fatigue 
loads of two- and three-bladed horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs). The FAST code can 
model the dynamic response of both two- and three-bladed, conventional, horizontal-axis 
wind turbines and uses the output of TurbSim to compute the loads on a selected wind 
turbine.  The modelled wind turbine behaviour includes rotor-furling, tail furling, and tail 
aerodynamics, features that are useful in the analysis of most small wind turbines. During 
time-marching analyses, FAST makes it possible to model specific conditions such as 
extreme operating gust (EOG) or extreme wind direction change (EDC) and allows various 
options for controlling the turbine[31].  
 
FAST includes two different forms of analysis modes. The first mode is time-marching of the 
nonlinear equations of motion. During this simulation wind turbine aerodynamic and 
structural response to wind-inflow conditions is specified with respect to time. Blade-element 
momentum (BEM) theory is used with FAST to compute aerodynamic forces on the blades. 
FAST has the capability to extract linearized representations of the complete nonlinear aero-
elastic wind turbine. This capability is helpful for developing state matrices of a wind turbine 
“plant” to use in controls design and analysis[31].  
In this paper, FAST has been used to simulate loading at the blade root of a 10 kW turbine 
over a period of ten minutes. The turbine modelled is the Small Wind Research Turbine 
(SWRT) of the US Department of Energy’s National Wind Technology Centre (NWTC). 
SWRT is a three-blade, horizontal-axis machine with 5.8 m rotor diameter and is the smallest 
turbine with publicly available input data (such as aerofoil shape, blade geometry etc.) in the 
FAST archive1. A ten minute period was chosen for the simulation to ensure enough load 
cycles were captured.  
 
It is worth noting that NREL researchers applied the FAST software to simulate the loading 
on a 10 kW turbine. The results suggested that the accuracy of FAST is questionable for 
prediction of small wind turbine tower loads at high wind speeds (18 m/s and above)[33].  
Note that the current work deals with small wind turbine blade loads at wind speeds not 
greater than 12.67 m/s. 
 




It is important to note that in this paper the authors are not modelling the SWRT machine 
installed on a rooftop. The aim of the work is to assess the loading on the SWRT at a highly 
turbulent site where the wind flow is affected by nearly obstacles to investigate the effect of 
turbulence on the structural loading of small wind turbines. Wind data from the roof of the 
warehouse in Port-Kennedy has been used purely to ensure that TurbSim will create a wind 
field that is three-dimensional and highly turbulent.  
 
It is important to realise that the dynamic response of a small wind turbine in an urban site 
will be very different to that of a large wind turbine in a rural site. In addition to lower blade 
inertia for small wind turbines, the presence of obstacles in the urban environment will lead 
to a cascade of turbulence to smaller scales and higher frequencies. Compared to the large 
turbine in an open field, there is a greater possibility that the scales of turbulence the small 
wind turbine faces will be of a similar order to the dimensions of the turbine, and thus there is 




3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Wind Statistics 
 
Table 1 presents the statistics of ten days of three-dimensional measured data from the wind 
monitoring system on the warehouse. The table shows the mean, maximum, minimum and 
standard deviation of 10-minute mean wind speeds taken from three-dimensional data as well 
as standard deviation of longitudinal wind speeds over ten minutes observed during the ten-





The statistics of ten-day measured data including mean, maximum, minimum and standard deviation of 10-
minute mean wind speeds and standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed 
Section 















Sectors 4.79 12.67 0.09 2.84 1.10 4.45 0.07  100 
N 4.91 10.32 0.30 2.47 1.27 3.14 0.11  15.00 
NE 2.43 5.36 0.43 0.82 0.52 1.54 0.12  24.72 
E 1.55 2.35 0.18 0.41 0.28 0.75 0.07  5.28 
SE 1.18 1.80 0.32 0.39 0.28 0.55 0.11  1.39 
S 4.16 7.94 0.13 2.36 1.14 2.24 0.13  2.71 
SW 7.04 12.02 0.99 2.25 1.86 3.20 0.21  8.47 
W 6.32 11.52 0.09 2.52 1.38 3.06 0.19  18.96 
NW 6.17 12.67 0.51 2.72 1.34 4.45 0.20  23.47 
 
 
The table shows that across all wind sectors the average mean wind speed and average mean 
longitudinal wind fluctuation are around 5 m/s and 1 m/s, respectively. Thus a 10-minute 
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recording was selected that had these approximate values as a “typical” case. Across all 
sectors, the maximum mean wind speed and maximum longitudinal wind fluctuation are 
around 12.5 m/s and 4.5 m/s, respectively. Note that these values occurred in separate 10-
minute recordings and Figure 1 was used to select an “extreme” case, where the mean wind 
speed was around 10.5 m/s and the wind fluctuation was 3.25 m/s. The extreme case is 
particularly of interest since they allow analysis of ultimate loads on the turbine.  In this 10 
day period, winds most frequently came from the NE and NW sectors. The greatest wind 
speeds, as well as wind fluctuations, were from the NW and N sectors and the SW and W 
sectors. Figure 2b shows the surrounding buildings to the Bunnings building as well as the 
location of the small wind turbines on top of the building. The results suggest that maximum 
levels of turbulence may originate from obstacles reasonably close to the ultrasonic 
anemometer including the turbine to the NNE and the façade wall immediately next to the 
anemometer to the NE, W, SW and S. 
 
Figure 3 compares, for both the typical and extreme cases, the wind speed time series from 
measurement and from TurbSim simulation using the Kaimal power spectra from IEC61400-
2. Table 2 presents the statistics of the wind speed time series and the turbulence intensities 
from measurement and from simulation for both the typical and extreme cases. For the 
typical case, the simulated time series shows greater turbulence intensity and a larger range of 
wind speeds compared to the measured data; the range of wind speeds lie between 2 and 8 
m/s for the measured time series while for the simulated time series, wind speeds lie between 
1 and 10 m/s. For the extreme case, the measured data show greater turbulence intensity and a 
larger range of wind speeds compared to the simulated data; the range of simulated wind 
speeds is between 4 and 17 m/s whereas for measured series wind speeds are  between 3 and 
22 m/s. Figure 4 shows the associated power spectra of longitudinal wind speed component 
for the measured and simulated flows for both typical and extreme cases. For the typical case, 
the simulated wind spectra over-estimate the turbulent power in the wind right across the 
spectrum. This is due to typically low speed, low power winds in the urban environment. For 
the extreme case there is a much better agreement between measured and simulated spectra 
although Figure 4 suggests that at lower frequencies there may be more energy in the 
turbulence in the measured data compared to the simulated data. One must be careful in 
drawing conclusions, however, because of the lack of data at low frequencies. The results 
indicate that use of an aero-elastic design code that incorporates the current Kaimal power 
spectra as defined in IEC61400-2, may over-estimate the turbulence intensity and power of 
the actual wind speeds experienced by a wind turbine in typical conditions in the built 

















 Figure3.  Wind speed time series - 10 minutes of measured versus simulated data for typical 




The statistics of the wind speed time series from measurement and from TurbSim simulation using the Kaimal 
power spectra from IEC61400-2 
 
Flow Type 
Typical Case Extreme Case 
Mean 
(m/s) 


















5.36 9.90 0.76 1.44 0.27 10.72 17.27 3.88 2.12 0.20 
 
 Figure4. PSD of longitudinal wind speed component for the measured and simulated flows 






Wind speed increment statistics are useful descriptors of turbulence and the wind increment 
times series for time lag, τ, is given by: 
 
𝑈𝜏(𝑡) = 𝑈(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝑈(𝑡)         (4) 
 
The increments directly evaluate the velocity difference after a characteristic time τ. 
Therefore, a large increment exceeding a specific threshold can be mentioned as a gust. In 
terms of a statistical analysis, there are points of interest that show how frequent a certain 
increment value occurs and whether this frequency depends on τ . The frequencies at which 
certain increments occur can be shown by plotting the probability density function (PDF) of 
Uτ(t). The tails of the PDF represent rare events corresponding to large wind increments. For 
small values of τ,, i.e. on small time scales, these extreme events can be attributed to wind 
gusts[34]. Some researchers have been applied wind speed increment statistics to investigate 
wind turbulence in semi-urban areas. The results of the research conducted by Sherry show a 
complicated relationship between stability and turbulence intermittency. The analysed data    
shows that the turbulence on small time scales is highly intermittent irrespective of 
atmospheric stability and can be predicted poorly by Gaussian statistics[35]. 
 
Figure 5 presents the PDFs of wind speed increment time series for measured and simulated 
data for both the typical and extreme cases. For each case, PDFs of Gaussian distributions 
with have been plotted on the same graph for comparison. Figure 5 clearly illustrates that for, 
both cases the PDF of the measured wind speed increments is non- Gaussian and have a 
special “heavy-tailed” shape where the heavy tails in the PDFs imply an increased probability 
of extreme events compared with a Gaussian distribution[36]. Not surprisingly the PDF for 
the simulated data, closely matches a Gaussian distribution since the NTM in IEC61400-2 
assumes that the wind fluctuations have zero mean Gaussian statistics.  
 
It is important that the extreme events of wind speed increments are included in the statistical 
description of the turbulence in the 3D wind fields used in aero-elastic models since short 
time wind speed increments (gusts) may cause important load situations. The PDFs can be 
parameterised such that the shape of the PDF can be determined by an intermittency 
parameter λ2(τ), for which λ2 =0 means that the PDF has Gaussian shape and λ2 >0 that the 
PDF has heavy tails[34]. Note that analysing the statistics of wind data with this 
intermittency parameter is an additional independent aspect complementary to turbulence 
intensity and power spectra. Power spectra as scale dependent quantities correspond only to 
the width, i.e. standard deviation, of the PDFs of Uτ(t), which is not measured by λ
2. Figure 5 
shows clearly that intermittent PDF with λ2 >0 can only be compensated partially by an 
increased standard deviation. For longer time series, i.e. more data, the tails of an intermittent 
PDF will always become larger than those of a Gaussian distribution.  
 
Figure 6 shows a plot of intermittency parameter versus time lag for both typical and extreme 
cases. The figure reveals that λ2(τ) for the simulated wind data is around zero for both cases, 
a property characteristic of Gaussian distributions, as expected.  The measured data show 
greater intermittency values (heavy-tails in the PDFs of wind speed increments) for short 
time lags. As the time lag of the wind speed increment increases the PDF follows a Gaussian 
curve more closely. Figure 6 shows greater intermittency, on average, in the extreme case 
than in the typical case, and is expected from the greater variance in wind speeds in the 
extreme case. These results illustrate that there are significant non-Gaussian events occurring 
at this site due to wind gusts. This calls into question the extent to which the NTM of 
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IEC61400-2 is appropriate as a turbulence model for this type of site since it assumes wind 
components have zero-mean Gaussian statistics and does not use the higher-order statistics 
given by the PDF of wind speed increments. The fact that the synthetic time series fails to 
reproduce the measured behaviour cannot be ignored and represents an important weakness 



















Figure7 presents the time series of the flap-wise bending moment at the root of blade 1 of the 
SWRT from the FAST simulation for the typical and extreme cases.  Table 3 shows the 
statistics of the time series of the flap-wise bending moment from the FAST simulation for 
the typical and extreme cases. TurbSim has been used to simulate the 3D wind fields across 
the rotor using the IEC Kaimal turbulence power spectra (without modification) and the 
measured turbulence power spectral density. The 3D wind fields from TurbSim are then input 
into FAST. For the typical case, Figure 7 shows that use of the standard IEC Kaimal spectra 
over-estimates flap-wise bending moment at the root of the blade by around 20% compared 
to the use of measured spectra. The higher flap-wise moments may be explained by the fact 
that the NTM over-predicts the variance (and hence turbulence intensity) of wind speeds for 
the typical case (Figure 7a). The extreme case of Figure 7b shows reasonable agreement 
between use of measured and Kaimal spectra in the modelling with the notable exception of a 
few large events that FAST predicts when using the measured spectra. These events suggest 
that the maximum bending moments at the built environment site are around 60% greater 





Figure 7. Flap-wise bending moment time series resulting from FAST simulations using 
Kaimal turbulence spectra versus measured turbulence spectra 
 
Table 3  
The statistics of the flap-wise bending moment time series resulting from FAST simulations using Kaimal 
turbulence spectra versus measured turbulence spectra. 
 
Flow Type 
Typical Case Extreme Case 
Mean 
(m/s) 
























Figure 8 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the FAST time series of flap-wise 
bending moment at the root of blade 1 of the SWRT. The plots of PSD of flap-wise moment 
show the frequencies of wind excitation that lead to high bending moments on the root of the 
blade. Figure 8 shows that there is an area of increased power associated with bending 
moments at high frequencies greater than 1 Hz (short time scales). In the typical case it would 
appear that there a two peaks within this area of increased power, one centred around 2-3 Hz 
and one centred around 4-5 Hz. In the extreme case there appears to be just a single peak 
centred around 4 -5 Hz. At some revolution frequency, there appears to be resonance which 
creates blade flapwise vibration. The once per revolution frequency (1P) depends on the rpm 
of the machine, which will vary across the 10 minutes (particularly for the extreme case, 
where there is a large variation in wind speeds). Corbus and Meadors work on the SWRT 
suggest that this fundamental amplification in blade flap moment occurs around about 5Hz 
[37]. From Figure 7b, the measured turbulence PSD also suggests a peak around 5Hz, which 
coincides to an rpm of 300 rpm. In Figure 7a, there is a peak closer to 2Hz. Rather than 
saying that this peak has moved (between Figure 7a and 7b), it is more likely that the peak 
can be attributed to different forcing frequencies. In the typical case, the wind speeds are 
around 5m/s and the standard deviation is around 1 m/s. From Figure 20 of the report 
provided by Corbus and Meadors, the rpm is likely to be around 100 rpm[37]. In the extreme 
case, the wind speed is around 11 m/s and the standard deviation is around 3 m/s so from 
Figure 20 of the report provided by Corbus and Meadors[37], the rpm is likely to be around 
150 – 350 rpm. Thus there will be incidences where the rpm is around 300 rpm and exciting 
flapwise vibration at around 5Hz. Since the flapwise bending moment on a blade is given by 
the product of the thrust force on the blade and the blade radius, it follows that the tower 
vibration could also show up in the flapwise PSD and therefore, the peak at 2Hz can also be 
due to tower resonance.  
 
For the typical case in Figure 8a, the PSD of moments yields higher values and a broader 
peak for the use of the Kaimal spectra compared to use of the measured spectra in the 
TurbSim and FAST modelling.  This is again likely to be due to the NTM predicting higher 
variance and turbulence intensity for the typical case. The extreme case shows a relatively 
good overall match between use of Kaimal and measured spectra although the measured data 
show greater variability and predict higher values than the Kaimal spectra modelling, 
particularly for frequencies between 0.1 to 5 Hz. This is expected since the measured data 







Figure 8. PSD of flap-wise bending moment from FAST simulations using Kaimal turbulence 
spectra versus measured turbulence spectra 
 
 
3.3.Modification to the Standard NTM 
 
The results of the previous section suggest that there is a need for a better turbulence model 
than the current NTM in the IEC61400-2 standard, especially to predict blade loading under 
extreme events, for those small wind turbine manufacturers who intend their turbines to be 
used in highly turbulent sites, such as the built environment. In attempting to improve the 
NTM this work uses the IEC standard Kaimal spectra as a starting point and investigates two 
approaches that involve modifying (1) the standard deviation of the longitudinal component 
of wind speed, and (2) the integral length scale. For both typical and extreme cases, Kaimal 
spectra have been modified by using values of parameters (1) and (2) that are more 
appropriate to the built environment site. As seen from Figure 1, the standard deviation of 
wind speed at this site is lower than that predicted by the NTM for the typical case and higher 
than that predicted by the NTM for the extreme case. In previous work[28], the authors 
assumed that the turbulence intensity and integral length scale can be modified independently 
of each other and conducted a sensitivity study to determine the integral length scale from 
measured data. It could be shown that the of longitudinal length scales of eddies at the Port 
Kennedy site were reduced by a factor of around four compared to the length scales assumed 
in the NTM[28]. This reduction in length scale is consistent with the cascading effect that 
obstacles in the built environment have on atmospheric turbulence whereby smaller eddies 
are generated.  
 
Figure 9 shows the PSD of the flap-wise bending moment at the root of blade 1 of the SWRT 
FAST simulations using a modified Kaimal spectra where the standard deviation of wind 
speed in the Kaimal spectra has been adapted to reflect the measured wind speed standard 
deviation. The simulations were run for both typical and extreme cases and FAST simulations 
using the measured turbulence power spectral density have also been plotted for comparison. 
Figure 9, shows that the effect of making changes to the standard deviation of longitudinal 
wind speed in the Kaimal spectra shifts the PSD vertically on the graph. For the typical case, 
comparing Figure 8a with Figure 9a shows that the results using a turbulence model have 
been shifted downwards since the measured turbulence was lower than the NTM prediction 
(see Figure 1). The prediction now matches the measured PSD better, including the better 
agreement of the width of the peaks. In the extreme case, comparing Figure 8b and Figure 9b 
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shows that the results using the turbulence model have been shifted upwards since the 
measured turbulence was higher than the NTM prediction. Since the initial agreement in 
Figure 8b was reasonable, modifying the standard deviation for the extreme case has now 
resulted in over-prediction of the bending moments.  
 
In Figure 10, the PSD of flap-wise bending moment at the root of blade 1 of the SWRT is 
shown and displays the results of FAST simulations using a  modified Kaimal spectra where 
the integral length scale in the Kaimal spectra has been adapted to reflect the integral length 
scale predicted from measured data[28]. Again, the simulations were run for both typical and 
extreme cases and FAST simulations using the measured turbulence power spectral density 
have been also plotted for comparison. Figure 10 shows that the effect of making changes to 
the integral length scale in the Kaimal spectra shifts the PSD horizontally on the graph, with 
reduced length scale corresponding to a spectrum that is skewed to the right. For the typical 
case, comparing Figure 8a and Figure 10a, changing length scale clearly does not result in a 
better agreement between PSD values in the way that changing standard deviation did for the 
extreme case. Comparing Figure 8b and 10b, there is some evidence of better agreement of 
the PSD values around the top of the spectra, particularly in the range 0.1 to 5 Hz.  
 
Table 4 summarizes the statistics of the time series of flap-wise bending moment from the 
FAST simulation as their PSD’s shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10.Table 4 shows that for the 
typical case the modification of the Kaimal spectra using the measured wind speed standard 
deviation improves the results in terms of accuracy in agreement with the mean, maximum, 
minimum and standard deviation of the time series statistics. For the extreme case, the 
modification of the Kaimal spectra using the integral length scale predicted from measured 
wind data slightly improves the accuracy in terms of agreement with the maximum and 
standard deviation of the time series statistics. 
 
Table 4 
The statistics of the  time series of flap-wise bending moment at the root of blade 1 of SWRT resulting from 
FAST simulations for the typical and extreme cases 
 
Applied PSD to simulate 3D 
wind fields across the rotor 

















Simulated Turbulence PSD 
(IEC Kaimal) 
 
0.088 0.329 -0.199 0.058 0.203 0.669 -0.084 0.077 
Simulated Turbulence PSD 
(IEC Kaimal with modified σu) 
 
0.093 0.262 -0.209 0.039 0.194 1.350 -1.390 0.142 
Simulated Turbulence PSD 
(IEC Kaimal with modified L) 0.091 0.315 -0.205 0.057 0.204 0.676 -0.083 0.081 












Figure 9. PSD of flap-wise bending moment from FAST simulation using Kaimal spectra 




Figure 10.  PSD of flap-wise bending moment from FAST simulation using Kaimal spectra 
(with modified length scale) versus measured turbulence spectra 
 
For a typical wind speed, typical turbulence intensity case at a built environment site, Figures 
8 - 10 support the findings of Riziotis and Voutsinas[6], which suggest that turbulence 
intensity is the dominant factor associated with loading and that small length scales are 
secondary factors. For the extreme case of high wind speed, high turbulence intensity at a 
built environment site, simply modifying the standard deviation of wind speed in the Kaimal 
spectra to try and obtain better agreement of the PSD of loads using the measured spectra is 
not as promising as for the typical case, and indicates that other factors need to be taken into 
account. This is not surprising as the results of section 3.1 showed that the extreme case has 
wind statistics that show very different characteristics to the typical case, including overall 
higher intermittency of wind over a wider range of time scales. Intermittency is linked with 
the heavy tails in a non-Gaussian distribution and the fact that the findings also showed large 
loading events in extreme winds supports the work of Gontier et al.[21],                        
Mücke et al.[22],Gong and Chen[23], referred to section 1. There is some evidence that 
reducing the length scale in the Kaimal spectra results in an improved agreement between 
simulations using modelled and measured turbulence spectra and further research is required 
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to examine more cases within the Port Kennedy data set as well as data from different sites in 
the built environment. The limitations of this work include the fact that rooftop wind data has 
been used as an example of 3D, turbulent wind flow for simulations of a 10kW wind turbine 
that is not installed (nor intended to be installed) on a rooftop. Further work would aim to use 
wind data collected on a ground mounted monitoring mast in the built environment. In 
addition this work has only investigated flap-wise bending moments and further work is 
needed to consider other moments on the blade, particularly given the findings of Gong and 
Chen[23], mentioned in section 1.  
 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
The current IEC international design standard for small wind turbines, IEC61400-2, mandates 
designers to use the Normal Turbulence Model (NTM) incorporating a Kaimal turbulence 
power spectra in order to simulate 3D flow fields that are used to predict structural loading on 
small wind turbines. The current standard is based on wind turbines in open terrain and does 
not include a turbulence model for highly turbulent sites such as the built environment. This 
work attempts to address the research question of how accurate are the aero-elastic models 
that use the NTM in predicting the loading on turbines in non-open terrain. The aero-elastic 
code FAST was used to simulate flap-wise bending moments on the root of one blade of the 
10kW NREL Small Wind Research Turbine. TurbSim software was used to produce the 3D 
wind fields to input into FAST, based on the Kaimal spectra and measured turbulence spectra 
from a built environment site at Port Kennedy, Western Australia. Two cases were 
considered: (1) a typical mean wind speed and turbulence intensity at the site, and (2) an 
extreme, high mean wind speed, high turbulence intensity at the site.  
The findings, for the typical case, showed that using the Kaimal spectra in the 
TurbSim/FAST codes over-predicted flap-wise bending moment, although improvements in 
accuracy could be made by adjusting the standard deviation of longitudinal wind speed in the 
Kaimal spectra to reflect measured values. Whether a wind turbine designer would choose 
this approach would depend on whether it would lead to reduced structural costs for the 
blades, otherwise the over-predicted loads provide a safety factor in design. 
The findings, for the extreme case, showed that using the Kaimal spectra produced 
reasonably similar results to using the measured spectra, with the exception of some large 
isolated loading events from the measured data that occurred on short time scales and were 
around double the maximum loads predicted by use of the current standard. This would be of 
more concern to the wind turbine designer and choice of safety factor would be critical. The 
work suggests the need for improvements to the NTM in order to model the non-Gaussian 
wind statistics that occur in extreme events such as sudden strong gusts. The work showed 
that some improvements in accuracy could be made by adjusting the integral length scale in 
the Kaimal spectra to reflect the smaller length scales of the built environment. Further 
research is required on different data sets before any recommendations can be made as to the 
characteristics of a turbulence model suitable for aero-elastic modelling of wind turbines in 
the built environment. Such a model would likely involve a new relationship between 
standard deviation and wind speed to replace equation 1 for highly turbulent sites as well as a 
non-Gaussian wind statistics associated with its turbulence power spectra. The development 
of such a model would be welcomed by small wind turbine manufacturers who intend their 
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